
adaptable casegoods

#lovewhatyoudo
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Flux is a family of endlessly adaptable casegoods made for the ever-changing  
workplace. And to tie it all together: clean, modern, residential-inspired style. 

TIMELESS. 
 ADAPTABLE.

meet Flux.
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FOR THE 
MINIMALIST.

Horizontal grain creates a 
streamlined, modern look. 
Elevated storage feels light 
and approachable, and 
keeps clutter under control.
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STAYING 
TRADITIONAL.

Flux proves that classic desk 
configurations that extend to 
the floor can still integrate 
flexibility, with features  
like adjustable height  
work surfaces. 
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Easily transform from 
individual workstations  
to group meeting spaces. 
Sliding markerboard doors 
keep personal items  
private and contained  
and reveal integrated TVs  
for presentations.

SLIDE OVER.
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SQUEEZE 
 RIGHT IN.

Elevated legs, light-scale 
storage, and integrated 
technology fit right into 
virtually any space,  
even when space is limited. 
Tables on casters conform 
to any work style, even if 
that changes daily.
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The future is in Flux. Open plan stations break down barriers, flex to different ergonomic  
heights, and play double and triple duty as individual, collaborative, and meeting spaces.

open your
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TIDY UP 
YOUR TECH.

Integrated, split-top wire 
channels keep cords out 
of sight and make it easy 
to plug in devices along 
the channel. Removable, 
magnetic panels provide 
easy access to outlets.  
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In addition to built-up 
casegoods, Flux features 
modular pieces that can be 
assembled into whatever 
configuration works best. 

BUILD 
HARMONY.

adjustable height units

peninsula desk mounting 
A peninsula desk mounts to the top of a credenza,  
either flush to the back or inset five inches.

mobile pedestals 
Mobile pedestals are available in two heights, with  
an optional cushion top to double as a pull-up seat.

desks & tables

credenzas
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Flux designed by David Allan Pesso

adjustable height table desk  
with adaptive workwall

u unit with leg-based storagemobile meeting table with 
adjustable height credenza

l unit with adjustable height 
peninsula desk

l unit with split top  
credenza and runoff desk

l unit with runoff desk and cubbies

u unit with adjustable height  
desk and bridge

l unit with open shelves and  
wall panels

l unit peninsula desk with  
wall mount overheads

225 CLAY STREET

JASPER, INDIANA 47546

800.457.4511   TOLL FREE

812.482.3204   OFFICE
JSIFURNITURE.COM

JSI is quality furniture for work and life.


